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Wagnerian bibliographer cannot do without them. The 
correspondence begins in I84I, when also that with Liszt 
opened, and continues till I868, seven years later than the 
close of the so long concurrent series; but as the earlier and 
later letters are few, it may be said that the time covered 
in the volume lies between I849 and I860-almost the 
entire period of Wagner's exile. The master, it will be 
remembered, fled from Germany in I849, after the Dresden 
insurrection had failed, andwas permitted to return in I868. 
In a very excellent preface, Mr. Shedlock mentions several 
cor)siderations calculated to increase the value which readers 
may set upon the collection he has so clearly translated and 
ably edited. For instance, he lays stress upon the fact that 
though Wagner and Liszt were great fFiends, close and 
intimate communion of soul was never established between 
men so widely separate in position, character, and mode of 
thought. But the three Dresdeners to whom these letters are 
addressed were Wagner's boon companions. " His Dresden 
friends," writes Mr. Shedlock, " were all in a comparatively 
humble station in life, and in ' modes of thought ' one with him 

. . here there are colloquialisms, strong expressions, jokes, 
&c., such as are not to be found in the letters to Liszt. There 
are details with regard to Wagner himself, to his wife, his 
home-life, his bird, and his dog, which tell their own story. 
To mention only one small instance. To Liszt he writes 
two lines about the death of his ' dear little parrot,' but to 
Uhlig a whole letter. I would specially ask readers of 
these letters not to forget their specially private character: 
the bitter remarks about certain musicians of note, the vio- 
lent denunciations of men standing in high places, and 
the liberty of speech in which he occasionally indulges must 
all be considered privileged. They evidently were never 
intended for the public eye." This extract has the natural 
effect of whetting curiosity with regard to the contents of 
the letters. It promises a sight of Wagner en tobe de 
chczmbre-in the condition familiar to a man's valet, who, 
the proverb says, never regards his master as a hero. There 
rernains, of course, the question how far it is right and 
proper to intrude upon a distinguished person's intimacies, 
and follow him to his dressing-room, but that was for the 
possessors of the letters to consider. They thought no 
harm in printing them, and it would be an excess of 
chivalry were the public to decline the benefit of what- 
ever information the correspondence imparts. 

It is impossible in a notice like the present to deal 
critically with the letters. Such an operation requires 
ample space to be filled by leisurely reflection. In such a 
case reviewers are apt to select a few "plums" from the 
book under notice, and give them, in the blooming condition 
of untouched fruit, to the interested reader. We are 
tempted so to deal with an extract from the parrot letter to 
which Mr. Shedlock refers:- 

" Our parrot-the most amiable creature and most 
tenderly attached to me, the little talking, singing, whist- 
ling spirit of my secluded little home-was of late often 
unwell; I had to get a veterinary surgeon and then it 
gradually improved; I set to my work with such diligence that 
I forgot everything. On the day before the copy was 
finished the poor thing so longed to come out to me thatmy 
wife could not resist, and brought it to me on my writing- 
table; it wished to sit at the window through which the sun 
was shining-I closed the curtains in order to be able to 
work: altogether it fidgeted me and my wife had to take it 
away again. Then it uttered that sad cry so well known to 
me. Afterwards it was agreed that I really ought to send 
for the surgeon. I said 4 It won't be anything serious,' and 
thought to myself: ' To-morrow you will finish your work; 
then you may go.' Early next morning, it wassuddenly 
dead. Ah ! if I could say to you what has died for me in 
this dear creature ! It matters nothing to me whether I am 
laughed at for this." 

The reader may think that Wagner in dressing gown and 
slippers is more attractive than the same person in full paint 
and on the war path. It is to that end we have made the 
extract. Buy the book. 

Ueber Sange7 7{}zC1 Singen. Von Victor Rokitansky. 
LVienna: A. Hartleben ] 
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number, embodying the individual views and experience of 
a past-master of the art, such as our present author may 
justly claim to be. Herr Rokitansky's reputation as a 
highly finished vocalist is a European one * while both as a 
professor at the Viennese Conservatorium, and more 
recently at an establishment of his own, his teaching 
experience has been as extensive as it has been successful. 
The method he employs is the old Italian one. Modern 
physiological research, if it has greatly advanced our 
knowledge of the precise mechanism of the vocal organs, 
has been able to suggest no material improvement upon the 
principles laid down two centuries ago by the Italian 
masters, unaided though they were by the laryngoscope, as 
to the production and management of the voice itself, both 
from an artistic and hygienic point of view. Thus Herr 
Rokitansky's precepts in this direction do not essentially 
differ from those enjoined by Bernacchi di Bologna, and 
similar exponents of il bel canto. But, besides serving to 
perpetuate the traditions of so excellent a school, the 
present volume has some very distinctive merits of its own 
It is written in a thoroughly unconventional style, which 
fascinates while it instructs, and its various chapters 
relating to the technical, dietetical, and sesthetical aspects 
of the subject, are interspersed with numerous references to 
individual cases which have come under the author's 
observation, and with many other practical hints, which 
cannot fail to prove of the greatest value to youngvocalists 
Those, moreover, amongst their number who either through 
mistaken treatment or some other cause may have 
injured their voices, will find some excellent advice in 
these pages from a professor whose lot, he tells us, 
has been to " restore at least as many affected voices as to 
develop sound ones." Herr Rokitansky's work on " Singers 
and Singing," in short, may be confidently recommended to 
amateur and professional vocalists alike, as a veryagreeable 
and useful vclde mecum in their studies. 

Twelve Songs by Hclxdel for cr Contralto Voice; Twelve 
Songs by Hs?^delfor cr Bass or Baritone Voice. Edited by 
Alberto Randegger. ENovello, Ewer and Co.] 

MR. RANDEGGER has made a valuable contribution to 
musical literature in these songs. They are arranged with 
marks of phrasing, expression, and breathing, by means of 
which the best possible means for effect are at ready com- 
mand. The best known and most frequently used songs 
are included in the list of each collection, and singers and 
teachers will owe a debt of gratitude to the editor for having 
thus clearly laid at their disposal the results of his great 
and varied experience in the art of presenting songs so as 
to bring out as far as possible all their musical and poetical 
meaning. These collections form an admirable pendant to 
those for soprano and tenor voices which have already 
achieved a considerable amount of popularity. It is to be 
hoped that Mr. Randegger will add further to the collection 
by including other of the Handelian Songs which are fre- 
quently sung, and also by extending the list of these 
saluable works by printing such of the songs by other com- 
posers which have been made valuable for teaching 
purposes and Concert-room use by means of his excellent 
revisions and additions. His edition of the Songs from 
" Elijah " may be taken as an earnest of what is to come. 

Wagner's " Parsifal " at Bayreuth. By the Rev. S. 
Baring Gould, M.A. [Skeffington and Son.] 

UNDER the above title the indefatigable author of 
" Mehalah " has put forth an a propos pamphlet on the 
" religiousness " of Wagner's latest drama. He begins by 
discussing the myth of the Holy Grail-preferring the 
derivation from Pctnzs grsdalis to that, more commonly 
accepted, from the Provenc) al word grcgxcll, a chalice-and 
then proceeds to sketch the adaptation of it for which 
Wagner was responsible and as it is performed at Bayreuth. 
Mr. Baring Gould lays especial stress on the character of 
Kundry, Wagner's own creation, which he analyses in the 
following passage:- 

"She represents the high-strung asthetic temperament, 
one to which the pleasures of sense prove an overpowering 
temptation, without ever quenching the unutterable yearning 
after the ideal. She is no Calibc7n, gross and sensuous 
because the animal nature predominates in her; on the con- 
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which the best possible means for effect are at ready com- 
mand. The best known and most frequently used songs 
are included in the list of each collection, and singers and 
teachers will owe a debt of gratitude to the editor for having 
thus clearly laid at their disposal the results of his great 
and varied experience in the art of presenting songs so as 
to bring out as far as possible all their musical and poetical 
meaning. These collections form an admirable pendant to 
those for soprano and tenor voices which have already 
achieved a considerable amount of popularity. It is to be 
hoped that Mr. Randegger will add further to the collection 
by including other of the Handelian Songs which are fre- 
quently sung, and also by extending the list of these 
saluable works by printing such of the songs by other com- 
posers which have been made valuable for teaching 
purposes and Concert-room use by means of his excellent 
revisions and additions. His edition of the Songs from 
" Elijah " may be taken as an earnest of what is to come. 

Wagner's " Parsifal " at Bayreuth. By the Rev. S. 
Baring Gould, M.A. [Skeffington and Son.] 

UNDER the above title the indefatigable author of 
" Mehalah " has put forth an a propos pamphlet on the 
" religiousness " of Wagner's latest drama. He begins by 
discussing the myth of the Holy Grail-preferring the 
derivation from Pctnzs grsdalis to that, more commonly 
accepted, from the Provenc) al word grcgxcll, a chalice-and 
then proceeds to sketch the adaptation of it for which 
Wagner was responsible and as it is performed at Bayreuth. 
Mr. Baring Gould lays especial stress on the character of 
Kundry, Wagner's own creation, which he analyses in the 
following passage:- 

"She represents the high-strung asthetic temperament, 
one to which the pleasures of sense prove an overpowering 
temptation, without ever quenching the unutterable yearning 
after the ideal. She is no Calibc7n, gross and sensuous 
because the animal nature predominates in her; on the con- 
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